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RESULTS OF THE CONSULTATION OF THE BOARD FOR PROFESSIONAL TEACHERS 
WITH STAKEHOLDERS ON JUNE 12, 2021 

Questions Raised during the Q and A at the 11th PAFTE Midyear Convention June 12, 2021 
and Copied verbatim from Q and A Chatbox 

Teacher Education:   The Ways Forward: Career Progression, Specialization 
   Enhanced Table of Specifications for the 2022 LEPT 

by: Rosita L. Navarro, Ph.D. 
Chairman, Board for Professional Teachers 

CLUSTER I: On the Inclusion of 10% of the Items on Competence in Filipino in  One of the 
Ten (10) Sections of General Education 

2. Why is a Filipino subject (Malayuning Komunikasyon sa Wikang Filipino) included in the
table of Specifications (TOS) when in fact, the Supreme Court has already ruled with
finality that it is NOT A MANDATORY subject in the tertiary level? Not all colleges and
universities offer a Filipino subject in the Teacher Education Curriculum. Even the new
PSGs released by CHED did not include any Filipino subject in curriculum

8. Why is Filipino included in the LET – TOS if TEIs are given options not to include it in their
curriculum?

12.There is a percentage allotted for Filipino but CHED gave options to schools in offering GE
Filipino. Why then it is a required content in the GE TOS?

18. Nacaught off guard po yata ang maraming HEI’s dun sa TOS na merong Malayuning
Komunikasyon sa Filipino sa susunod na LET TAPOS wala na yang Filipino na inooffer ang
maraming school dahil dun sa Supreme Court Decision. Can this be clarified?

20. On the TOS. . .  Malayuning Komunikasyon (MK) is the Filipino version of the core course
Purposive Communication (PC). A university may offer either of the two. Why is there a
separate percentage of MK and PC in the TOS? Thank you.

22. Is it possible not to include Malayuning Komunikasyon sa Wikang Filipino sa TOS?

D-10. There was a memorandum from CHED before that schools may not include Filipino in
the subjects to taken by students but in your presentation, Malayuning Komunikasyon sa
Wikang Filipino is 10%?

B-9. Why is Malayuning Komunikasyon sa Wikang Filipino together with Purposive
Communication? Aren’t HEIs given the option of choosing

B-14. Good afternoon Dr. Rosita. Since the Supreme Court en banc in 2018 released that
Filipinon and Panikan be excluded as core subjects in college, should these areas be
included in the GenEd LET exam? Thank you for inputs and more power to PAFTE! Dr. AJ
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B-19. Why is Filipino included in the LET – TOS if TEIs are given options not to include it in
their curriculum?

20. Does this mean that GenEd subjects become basis for the Licensure Examinations?

B-27. My question is about Filipino as 10% in the LET. How  can we reconcile for that when
Filipino was removed in our curriculum?

ANSWER: The inclusion of 10% of Filipino in General Education, which accounts for a total
of only fifteen (15) items, is in compliance with Article IV, Section 6.1 (b) from 
both CMO 74 and CMO 75, s. 2017: . . .  “graduates have the ability to effectively 
communicate in English and Filipino, both orally and in writing.” 

CLUSTER II: On the Release of the Final Version of the Enhanced Table of Specifications. 

3. Where are the TOS for Professional Education and Majorship? How about the TOS for the 
Prof Ed Subjects and Specialization Subjects per Courses?

4. When will the enhanced TOS be published for TEIs perusal?

7. Thank you, Dr. Navarro for presenting the Gen Ed TOS. I just would like to inquire when
will the Prof Ed and Field of Specialization TOS be available?

10. How about the Prof Ed and Field of Specialization TOS be available?

13. May we be provided with complete TOS in all education courses?

15. Where can we access the official TOS released by PRC for LET 2022?

16. When will the TOS for LET be ready? We are already on the final year of the first batch of
the new curriculum for Teacher. We are trying so hard to prepare them for the real world
but it seems like we are still lost since the TOS is still not yet available.

17. When the BPT release the final TOS?

ANSWER: After all the consultations with stakeholders, the pre – final version will be 
submitted to PRC which approves the TOS of all 43 professional boards that 
include the Professional Board for Teachers. The approved TOS will be released 
through the PRC Website. 

CLUSTER III–A: On the other degree programs not included in the Teacher 
Professionalization Law (R.A. 7836) 

14. May I know if there is available TOS for Home Economics and Technology and Livelihood
Education?
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15. Is PRC aware of the new programs such as BTLED, BTVTED and BPED. Taking into 
considerations the BTTE the program has come to an end but up this time they never had 
an exam purposely for them. 

 
19. Can you align the TOS of LET for the new Curriculum in BTVTED and BTLED programs. 
 
21. PRC Board of Professional Teachers examineers are constructing TOS based on the new 

CMOs for Teacher Education (Iryl Palas Unverified) asked “can you align the TOS of LET 
for the new Curriculum in BTVTED and BTLED program. 

 
B-22. It seems PRC is always mentioning BEEd and BSEd but never the BTTE or now the 

BPED, BTLED and BTVTED although the three are on the third years. 
 
D-5. There is also a new CMO for TVL teachers. CMO No. 78 for BTLED and CMO 79 for 

BTVTED, both issued in 2017. If the TOS will be for BSED, where does the more specialized 
courses come in? More TVL majors taking LET became repeaters because they have to 
respond to questions in the exam covering other than their specialization. 

 
ANSWER: The technology and Livelihood Education (TLE) specialization for LET Secondary 

consists of five (5) components each component allotted 20% of the items, namely; 
Industrial Arts, Home Economics, Agri – Fishery Arts, Entrepreneurship, and ICT. 

 
CLUSTER III–B: On the other degree programs not included in the Teacher 

Professionalization Law (R.A. 7836) 
 
A-9. How about the TOSP for other degrees? BECED and BSNED? BCAED and BPED. 
 
B-7. What about Board Exam for graduates of the Bachelor of Early Childhood Education and 

Bachelor of Special Needs education? Where do they fall in the Licensure Exam? 
 
B-21. May I ask, how about the graduates of BPED and BCAED? About their Board Exams 

ma’am 
 
D-6. I saw from the slides given that only the CMOs for BEEd and BSEd were considered legal 

bases for the TOS enhancement, are the other CHED Memos not legal bases? Example: 
CMOs for BTVTEd, BPEd, BCAEd. 

 
7. Why only CMOs 74 and 75 used as legal basis in the Enhancement of TOS for 2022 LEPT? 

How about the CMOs for BPED, BECED, BTVTED and BTLED? 
 
ANSWER: Items on Early Childhood Education and Special Needs Education are included in 

Professional Education of LET – Elementary. Items on Culture and Arts and Physical 
Education are included in the former specialization MAHPE which has been bifurcated 
into Music and Arts, and Health and Physical Education. 
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CLUSTER IV: On guideline in the approval of field of specialization/major for LET – 
Secondary 

 
11. What are the considerations for other professionals in assigning their major once they 

decided to take the LET after earning 18 units, I have a friend who is a graduate of IT but 
was assigned as a Values Major? Isn’t it more fitting if he was assigned TLE as his major? 

 
17. What are the criteria for assigning specialization to non – BSE graduates who wish to 

take LET after acquiring the required Prof. Ed. units? 
 
29. Why PRC requires the graduates from other majors such as BS Teaching Arabic to take 

the Social Studies major upon attending the LET (exam) as their secondary major where 
in fact they don’t have enough time to review the subject and may result to failure? (Why 
PRC required the graduates from other majors such as BS Teaching Arabic to take the 
Social Studies major upon attending the LET as their secondary where in fact they don’t 
have enough time to review the subject because (?) 

 
ANSWER: The application section of every PRC Regional Office has the list of the approved 

fields of Specialization/majors for LET – Secondary. At least 60 units should have been 
earned in the field of specialization/major applied for. 

 
CLUSTER V: On the teacher education subjects earned to quality for the 18 units required in 

LET – Secondary 
 
12. Is there any changes/revisions of the specific courses of the 18 units requirements of PRC 

for the second courses applicants for LEPT 
 
16. What specifically are the courses for CTP under the new curriculum? 
 
18. Good Afternoon, can I ask po related to the Professional Education Units (18 units), are 

there new set of Subjects/Courses considering that we are using the new curriculum? 
How can we access po for that, thank you po. 

 
ANSWER: There is no change in the required subjects to qualify for 18 units, PROVIDED they 

have been earned in a recognized teacher education institution. 
 
CLUSTER VI: On observed typo error in the CMO No. for the General Education series 2013. 
 
8. CMO 26 series of 2013 talks about research journals and not learning outcomes or 

breakdown of LEPT coverage 
 
9. CMO 20 s. 2013 indicates the General Education Curriculum: Holistic Understandings, 

Intellectual and Civic Competencies  
 
A-11. CMO 26 series of 2013 talks about research journals and not learning outcomes or 

breakdown of LET coverage 
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D-1. No. 4 legal basis, isn’t it CMO 20, s 2013 for the GE curriculum? Thank you. 
 
D-2. Isn’t it po CMO 20, s 2013? 
 
D-3. I believe that the CMO for the new GE is CMO No. 20 not 26 
 
D-4. CMO 26 s. 2013 indicates 
      Posted on October 12, 2017 

   Title: CHED Accredited Research Journals Category/ies: Tag/s: Related Memorandum 
Order/s? 

 
ANSWER: Yes, the CMO for the 2013 General Education is CMO 20, NOT CMO 26. Thank you 
 
CLUSTER VII: Unclassified Feedback 
 

1. It is enlightening to listen to Hon. Navarro, she went through the milestones of career 
progression for teachers. 

 
2. Thank you Hon. Navarro for considering teacher–preneurs like myself, engaged in LET 

review through RevYou Lifelong Learning Hub (formerly MindGym Phils.) 
 
3. I hope review centers can be more effective service providers to aspiring teachers beyond 

their goal for financial gains. God bless. 
 

Regarding questions on Licenses, Continuing Professional Education and Career 
Progression have been referred to the appropriate PRC Offices for appropriate 
responses. Thank you. 
 
 
 
 
 




